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ABSTRACT

Thermocurrent flowing through a single-molecule device contains valuable information about the quantum properties of the molecular
structure and, in particular, on its electronic and phononic excitation spectra and entropy. Furthermore, accessing the thermoelectric heat-
to-charge conversion efficiency experimentally can help to select suitable molecules for future energy conversion devices, which—predicted
by theoretical studies—could reach unprecedented efficiencies. However, one of the major challenges in quantifying thermocurrents in nano-
scale devices is to determine the exact temperature bias applied to the junction. In this work, we have incorporated a superconductor–normal
metal–superconductor Josephson junction thermometer into a single-molecule device. The critical current of the Josephson junction depends
accurately on minute changes in the electronic temperature in a wide temperature range from 100 mK to 1.6 K. Thus, we present a device
architecture which can enable thermoelectric experiments on single molecules down to millikelvin temperatures with high precision.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0137392

Thermoelectric effects, i.e., the conversion between heat and
charge currents, have received renewed interest from the nanoelec-
tronics community1,2 and, in particular, in the field of single-molecule
electronics.3,4 Recent studies5–9 show that thermoelectric measure-
ments at cryogenic temperatures contain important information about
the physical and quantum-thermodynamic properties of nanoscale
and molecular systems, which are hard to access with conventional
transport experiments. Furthermore, according to theoretical predic-
tions, molecular devices could achieve a very high dimensionless figure
of merit10 ZT—a quantity that is a measure for the heat-to-charge con-
version efficiency. While the highest observed ZT of inorganic materi-
als is currently only11 about 5–6, the predicted ZT of molecular heat
engines could reach values of �100, which would result in efficiencies
close to the Carnot efficiency limit.12 This efficiency could be even
further enhanced at cryogenic temperature.13 However, to quantify
thermoelectric effects, it is primordial to know the exact temperature
drop across a molecular junction. This is, in particular, challenging at
cryogenic temperature because most thermometers used so far are
metal-based resistive sensors with low sensitivity at T< 20K. This
work fills this gap by developing a superconducting thermometer,

which is sensitive down to mK temperature, and by implementing this
thermometer into an electromigrated break junction (EMBJ) device.

Different types of low-temperature thermometry approaches
have been explored in the literature, including Johnson Noise ther-
mometry,14 Coulomb Blockade thermometry,15 and Hybrid Tunnel
Junction thermometry.16 In this article, we focus on superconductor–
normal metal–superconductor (SNS) thermometers because of their
excellent properties: low impedance, high sensitivity at low tempera-
tures, and a negligible access resistance.17 Furthermore, they can be eas-
ily implemented into molecular junctions: To this end, we further
improve our single-molecule thermoelectric junctions,18 by contacting
the source and drain gold contacts with two superconductors, forming a
local SNS junction. By measuring the critical current over this SNS junc-
tion, the temperature can be extracted. In this manner, the contacts can
be simultaneously used for thermometry and transport measurements.
Here, we use a molybdenum rhenium (MoRe) superconductor, for its
high critical temperature of 8.7K (with a zero-temperature supercon-
ducting gap of about D � 1:8kBTC � 1.3meV).

The fabrication procedure of the devices on Si wafers with a
285 nm layer of SiO2 oxide is illustrated in Figs. 1(a)–1(d).
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First [Fig. 1(a)], the local gate was made by depositing a 1 nm thick
adhesion layer of titanium (Ti) and a 7nm thick layer of palladium
(Pd) by standard electron-beam lithography and metal evaporation.
This gate thickness is chosen to decrease the heat transport from
source to drain.18 Then, the heater was fabricated by depositing 3 nm
of Ti and 27nm of Pd [Fig. 1(b)]. Subsequently, 10 nm Al2O3 was
deposited by atomic layer deposition. The aluminum oxide forms the
insulating layer between the heater and the electrical contacts and acts
as the dielectric of the local gate. Afterward, the 13 nm thick Au bridge
was made [see Fig. 1(c)]. To get a high-quality gold bridge, the deposi-
tion rate during evaporation was kept low (0.5A/s) and a high vacuum
around 10�8 mbar was used. In the last step, the 100nm thick MoRe
contacts were created by electron-beam lithography, metal sputtering,
and liftoff [Fig. 1(d)].

False-colored scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of
the final device together with a zoom-in of an individual Josephson
junction are shown in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). The spacing between the
superconducting contacts varies and is 253 nm on one side of
the gold bridge (thermometer A) and 247 nm on the other side
(thermometer B), in the device shown here.

To calibrate the thermometers, devices were cooled down to
100mK in a dilution refrigerator. A four-point measurement scheme
was applied, where a DC (IJJ) was biased over the junction and the
voltage response (VJJ) was simultaneously recorded. A typical
DC–voltage characteristic at 100 mK for thermometer A is shown in
Fig. 2(a). In the low-current regime, the gold bridge between the two
superconductors is proximitized and the Cooper pairs can move from
one superconductor to the other without dissipation, forming an
Andreev bound state.19 At a certain current level—i.e., at the switching
current (ISW)—the gold weak link changes its state from supercon-
ducting to normal, resulting in a voltage increase in the current–
voltage (I–V) characteristic. From the slope of the I–V characteristic at
I > ISW, the normal resistance of the gold weak link is calculated and
the diffusion coefficient of the electrons in this region is estimated.
When ramping the current back, the gold weak link becomes super-
conducting again at the retrapping current (IR). This current value
typically differs from ISW, which has been explained by capacitive

effects in the junction20 or by heating of the electrons in the normal
conducting junction during current sweeping.21 Since the geometrical
capacitance of the junctions used in this work is not sufficiently large
to explain the existence of the retrapping current, we attribute the
observed hysteresis to heating.

Importantly, the switching to the superconducting state with
increasing current bias is a stochastic process,22 so several I–V curves
need to be recorded and a mean value of ISW is calculated. To this end,
the critical current was measured with an AC technique23 [see
Fig. 2(b)]. In a typical measurement, the junction is biased with a
300Hz triangular AC from �20 to 87 lA. At these settings, gold stays
in the normal state only for a short time, preventing the system from
heating. Also, the offset is chosen to ensure that the junction stays
proximitized in the negative current part and can relax to the base
temperature. Using this approach, in a typical experiment, we
recorded 3000 measurements of switching events with a current reso-
lution of about 0.07 lA.

Using the AC measurement technique, it is possible to measure
ISW at different base temperatures and calibrate the thermometers in
the device. The ISW histograms for thermometer A are shown in Fig.
2(c). It can be seen that the switching current is very sensitive to the
sample temperature and decreases from 80 lA at 150 mK to 61 lA at
750 mK.We also note an asymmetry in the switching current distribu-
tions. Such asymmetry has been observed before24 and attributed to
thermal fluctuations. The stochasticity of switching current is domi-
nated by quantum noise at temperatures below the Thouless energy,
while thermal fluctuations become the dominating mechanism at
higher temperatures (see discussion in Sec. III of the supplementary
material). From the fits to the current histograms, we extract the aver-
age switching current hIswi as a function of temperature for the two
thermometers (see Fig. 3). The sensitivity of the thermometers, defined
as dISW

dT , in the temperature range from 100 to 750 mK is 31.5 and
42lA/K for thermometers A and B, respectively (see Sec. II of the sup-
plementary material for data of other thermometers and Sec. V of the
supplementary material for a comparison with other Au-based SNS
thermometers). These values are typical for long SNS junctions and
similar to those reported for Nb–Cu–Nb SNS junctions.25

FIG. 1. (a)–(d) Fabrication process over-
view. (a) Electron beam (E-beam) deposi-
tion of the local back gate electrode
(purple). (b) Deposition of sample heaters
(blue). (c) Deposition of 13 nm thick gold
bridge (yellow). (d) Metal sputtering of
superconducting contacts which act as
source/drain connections and thermome-
ters. (e) and (f) False-colored scanning-
electron microscopy (SEM) images of the
fabricated sample. (e) False-colored SEM
picture of the thermopower device and (f)
of the MoRe/Au/MoRe junction; purple:
gate electrode; blue: heaters; yellow: gold
bridge; and brown: MoRe contacts.
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Furthermore, both thermometers have a temperature resolution better
than 15 mK within the investigated temperature range (see Sec. IV of
the supplementary material for more details).

In the following, we discuss the temperature dependence of hIswi
(see Fig. 3). In Josephson junctions, this dependence is very sensitive
to the interplay between the energy scales of the proximity effect, the
Thouless energy, ETH ¼ �hD

L2 , and the superconducting gap D. Here,
D ¼ vF le

3 is the diffusion coefficient in the normal metal, where vF; le
are the Fermi velocity and the elastic mean free path of electrons,

respectively, and L is the distance between the superconducting elec-
trodes. In the long junction limit D > ETH, the temperature depen-
dence of ISW can be described theoretically by using a quasi-classical
approach based on Green’s functions in imaginary space;26,27 it
requires solving the Usadel equation at all energies.27

We used the usadel1 package28 to fit the experimental data. We
assumed that the interfaces between the superconductor and the nor-
mal metal are perfectly transparent and that the phase difference
between the superconductors is fixed at / ¼ 1:27p=2, similar to
Dubos et al.27 Furthermore, we fixed the normal resistance, RN, of the
junction and D of the superconductor to values obtained from trans-
port measurements. The solid lines in Fig. 3 show the resulting fits
where the Thouless energy and the suppression coefficient, a, which
accounts for the non-ideality of the normal metal-superconductor
contact, were used as fitting parameters. Details about the fitting and
the resulting parameters can be found in the supplementary material.
We find a suppression coefficient a � 0:5, similar to the value
obtained by Courtois et.al.21 The Thouless energies, EFIT

TH ¼ 49:4
–87:2 leV, obtained from the fits in Fig. 3 are close to the values deter-
mined from the transport measurements, E EXP

TH � 40 leV, which can

be calculated as29 E EXP
TH ¼ 1

VNðEFÞ
RQ

2pRN
, where V ¼ L � w � t is the vol-

ume of the gold film,NðEFÞ is the volumetric electronic density of states
of gold at the Fermi level, and RQ ¼ h

2e2 is the resistance quantum.
NðEFÞ can be obtained from the electronic specific heat30 c ¼ 0:69
�10�3 Jmol�1 K�2 and the molar volume31 v ¼ 1:021� 10�5

m3 mol�1 as32NðEFÞ ¼ 3c
p2k2Bv
¼ 1:73� 1028 eV�1 m�3.

In summary, we implemented an SNS superconducting ther-
mometer in a molecular thermoelectric device. MoRe was used as the
superconductor, which allows to perform thermometry in a tempera-
ture range from 100 mK to 1.6K with a high sensitivity of up to
40lA/K. Other than previously used resistance thermometers, the
SNS thermometers developed in this work directly measure the

FIG. 2. (a) Voltage vs current characteristics of a MoRe/Au/MoRe junction. The cur-
rent was ramped up from 0 to 100 lA, then to �100 lA and back to zero. (b)
Schematic of the signal path during an AC experiment. A function generator was
used to bias the superconducting thermometer with a current I and to measure the
voltage drop V on the thermometer. A DC heater current Iheat can be applied to one
of the microheaters to generate a thermal bias on the junction. (c) Histogram of sto-
chastic switching current Isw of a SNS junction at different temperatures.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the averaged switching current, hISWi, for ther-
mometers A (red) and B (blue), respectively. Theoretical fits using the Usadel equa-
tion (see the main text) are shown as solid lines.
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temperature of the electronic system in the immediate proximity to
the molecule. Therefore, our devices will allow us to, e.g., extract the
absolute Seebeck coefficient from thermopower measurements on a
molecule and will, thus, pave the way for precise investigations of
molecular heat engines.

See the supplementary material for a theoretical fit to thermome-
ter A with two parameters; results of test thermometers with different
L– spacing; discussion of ISW fluctuations; temperature resolution of
thermometers; and comparison with other Au-based SNS junctions.
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